LGBTQ & Gender Identity

Picture books

Love, Jessica. Julian is a Mermaid. 2018. [E LOV]
Pearlman, Robb. Pink is for Boys. 2018. [E PEA]
Richardson, Justin. And Tango Makes Three. 2005. [E RIC]
Setterington, Ken. Mom and Mum are Getting Married. 2004. [E SET]

Non-fiction

Levithan, David and Merrell, Billy. The Full Spectrum. 2006. [306.760835 FUL]


Fiction

Beam, Cris. I am J. 2011. [FIC BEA]

Chambers, Aidan. Dance on my Grave. 2008. [FIC CHA]

Cohn, Rachel and Levithan, David. Naomi and Ely’s No Kiss List. [FIC COH]
Coyote, Ivan E. **One in Every Crowd: Stories.** 2012. [FIC COY]

Crutcher, Chris. **Angry Management.** 2009. [FIC CRU]

Frost, Helen. **Keesha's House.** 2003. [FIC FRO]

Gino, Alex. **George.** 2015. [FIC GIN]

Goobie, Beth. **Hello, Groin.** 2006. [FIC GOO]

Howe, James. **The Misfits.** 2001. [FIC HOW]

Lecesne, James. **Absolute Brightness.** 2008. [FIC LEC]

Peters, Julie Anne. **Keeping you a Secret.** 2003. [FIC PET]

Peters, Julie Anne. **Luna.** 2004. [FIC PET]

Peters, Julie Anne. **Far from Xanadu.** 2005. [FIC PET]

Sanchez, Alex. **Rainbow Boys.** 2003. [FIC SAN]

Sanchez, Alex. **Rainbow Road.** 2005. [FIC SAN]

Wittlinger, Ellen. **Hard Love.** 2001. [FIC WIT]

Wittlinger, Ellen. **Love & Lies.** 2008. [FIC WIT]